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ABSTRACT 
Rakesh Dhaval 
 
GCELL - A SUB-CELLULAR LOCALIZATION TOOL 
 
The aim of this thesis is to develop a biological database mining tool that incorporates 
mining of various publicly available heterogeneous databases and provides researchers 
with a reporting and visualization tool for sub-cellular localization of genes and proteins. 
Although there is little conservation of the primary structure, the general physiochemical 
properties are conserved to some extent among proteins that share sub-cellular location. 
Hence, the function of a protein is closely correlated with its sub-cellular location. Data 
in the field of genomics and proteomics are detailed, complex, and voluminous and 
distributed in heterogeneous databases. Most of the earlier work in information extraction 
from biological databases focused on database integration using wrapper techniques. 
However, little work has been done to mine specific data leading to the identification of 
pathway information and evolutionary relationship from heterogeneous biological 
databases. The need to develop an interactive information visualization tool leading to 
biological pathway detection for genes by using controlled vocabulary and various 
publicly available biological databases has led to the concept and implementation of 
GCell. This system provides a researcher to move from raw text data at a broader level to 
a much more detailed view of pathways representing complex biological interactions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The explosion of data generated from research in life sciences during the past 
recent years has been on an ever-increasing note. The flood and heterogeneity of 
biological data from various ongoing genomic projects around the globe makes the issues 
of information representation, storage, structure, retrieval and interpretation critical and 
timely. The relevant data must provide analysis that can keep up, and which can decipher 
the inherent structure of information within the data. Data in this field are detailed, 
complex, and voluminous, representing the complete genetic blueprint for a living 
organism. Simultaneously, there is also a vast change in the user community accessing 
and benefiting from these data collections. Today as we enter the 21st century, a multitude 
of users ranging from ordinary students to researchers to even commercially interested 
parties make use of biological databanks on a daily basis to answer routine questions such 
as finding sequences similar to a newly sequenced gene, retrieving bibliographic 
references, or investigating fundamental problems of modern biology. Database systems 
today are facing the task of serving ever-increasing amounts of data of exponentially 
growing complexity. To further add to the gravity of the currently prevailing situation, 
the user community is also growing in terms of number and needs, nearly as fast as the 
data.  
Information that brings further insights to the research conducted by scientists 
does reside in some database(s). However, it is a challenge for them to locate and select 
the data sources, integrate the heterogeneous data, resolve conflicts, and finally interpret 
the results. Mining biological data from disparate sources is a challenging problem due to 
the nature of biological data. Most data pertaining to genomics and molecular biology is 
characterized by being highly evolving and semi-structured. Moreover, genomics data 
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available from public and private repositories is voluminous, highly heterogeneous, and 
not consistently represented. The heterogeneity results from (i) evolving understanding of 
complex biological systems, (ii) numerous disparities in modeling biological systems 
across organisms, across tissue, in different environments and over time and (iii) 
disparities across the scientific community in their understanding of these systems. A 
number of tools are available today for performing such operations, yet there is always 
the question of processing the multi-gigabytes of data in a feasible amount of time.  The 
lack of standardization in the scientific domains and the dynamics of the data sources 
make the current data mining tools inadequate in biological domains.  
A. SUB-CELLULAR LOCALIZATION 
Eukaryotic proteins are found in membrane bound organelles. The major sites for 
localization in eukaryotic cells are the plasma-membrane, nucleus, mitochondria, 
peroxisome, endoplasmic reticulum, golgi apparatus, lysosome, endosome, and others 
such as chloroplasts, vacuoles and cell wall in plant cells. Proteins that share a target site 
also share some general characteristics in their peptide sequences, sequence length and 
charge distribution (Chou et al. 1999). Sub-cellular localization of proteins may be based 
on these characteristics. Although there is little conservation of primary structure, the 
general physiochemical properties are conserved to some extent among proteins that 
share sub-cellular location. Hence, the function of a protein is closely correlated with its 
sub-cellular location. Sub-cellular localization has become important in research today 
because of several reasons. 
(i) Function is dependent on context – A gene may be present in different 
organisms and different tissues. They may share the function across species 
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and across tissues. However, it is also possible that they may have different 
functions across organisms and across tissues. Thus function depends on the 
tissue where a particular gene product is active. 
(ii) Localization is dynamic and changing - Localization of gene products in cells 
of different organisms and tissues may be the same or different.  It may also 
be dynamic in nature and hence its products may appear to play a role at 
different locations within the cell. 
Although sub-cellular localization is of utmost importance, specifying it is usually 
considered to be difficult. This is because proteins may have entirely different biological 
context according to the localization in the cell. The boundaries may be hard to define 
due to dynamic nature of some proteins. Sub-cellular localizations of gene products are 
assigned by wet lab experiments and machine learning / automated processes. 
Assignments may be done by direct assays- in-situ hybridization, high-throughput 
methods, prediction based on sequence (e.g. PSORT predicts proteins in mitochondria, 
nucleus, peroxisome, chloroplast, ER, vesicles), Bayesian methods and natural language 
processing (Marcotte et al 2000).  
The sub-cellular localization of proteins specifies where they are, and determines 
their ability to interact with other proteins and small metabolites in their local 
environment.  As sub-cellular localization of genes and proteins is a key functional 
characteristic, there has been much work to computationally predict the localization of 
proteins based on sequence and expression data (Drawid and Gerstein 2000).  In addition 
to prediction methods, computational methods have been developed to classify sub-
cellular localization based on natural language processing of existing abstracts and papers 
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(Stapley et al. 2002).  Not only are computational techniques being developed to obtain 
more localization information, but new high–throughput experimental techniques are also 
being developed (Kumar, Agarwal et al. 2002). 
B. BIOLOGICAL PATHWAYS 
Modern biology has witnessed the complete sequencing of the genomes of 
hundreds of organisms. In recent years, this has transformed the focus and the practice of 
modern biology.  In order to understand the biological systems, it has become important 
to understand the interplay of genes and their protein products.  Biological pathways and 
networks arise from various interactions between genes and proteins. These causal 
pathways and networks are responsible for the development, maintenance, regulation, 
and responsiveness of all living systems. The complexity of biological systems comes 
into full view when we delve further into the analysis of the relationship between 
biological molecules.  
Pathways may be considered to be a subset of networks comprising of a collection 
of interactions. In other words, a pathway can be defined as a biological network that 
relates to a known physiological process or phenotype. The partitioning of networks into 
pathways is somewhat arbitrary although it is based on the start – finish compounds. The 
start/finish points are chosen based on importance or easily understood compounds since 
it gives us the ability to conceptualize the mapping of genotype to phenotype. The 
interactions in a pathway can be mapped to Enzyme–Ligand interaction, Protein-Protein 
interaction or Gene Products Interaction.  
Enzyme – Ligand Interaction: 
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E.g.- Metabolic Pathways. These include pathways involved in carbohydrate metabolism, 
lipid metabolism, energy metabolism, nucleotide metabolism and amino acid metabolism. 
Protein – Protein Interaction 
E.g.- Cell Signaling Pathways and complexes for cell processes. These include pathways 
involved in broad effects on biological processes with specific receptors, signaling within 
local tissues, and neuronal signaling. 
Gene Regulatory Elements - Gene Products Interaction 
E.g.- Genetic Networks. These include pathways involved in genetic information 
processing (transcription, translation, replication, repair, etc), environmental information 
processing (membrane transport, signal transduction, etc) and cellular processes such as 
cell motility, cell communication, cell growth and death) 
All the pathways are interlinked. They represent metabolites involved, 
enzymes/transport proteins, order of reactions, general biological function, reaction rates, 
expression data, inhibitors, activators, alternate pathways and genetic regulatory 
information. Pathways involve multiple enzymes, which may have multiple subunits, 
alternate forms and alternate specificities. Each enzyme may be involved in multiple 
pathways. For example - malate dehydogenase appears in 6 different pathways.  
A lot of experimental data elucidating various aspects of biological interactions is 
being generated at an ever-increasing rate.  Such information contains patterns that reflect 
the dynamics of pathway, and hence can be used to deduce causal pathway structures.  
Hence, intelligent analysis and mining of high-throughput functional genomics data may 
lead to infer pathways and their regulation.   
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ORTHOLOGS AND PARALOGS 
Orthologs are genes in different species that evolved from a common ancestral 
gene by speciation. Normally, orthologs retain the same function in the course of 
evolution. Identification of orthologs is critical for reliable prediction of gene function in 
newly sequenced genomes. Paralogs are genes related by duplication within a genome. 
Orthologs retain the same function in the course of evolution, whereas paralogs evolve 
new functions, even if these are related to the original one. Homologs are genes related to 
a second gene by descent from a common ancestral DNA sequence. The term, homolog, 
may apply to the relationship between genes separated by the event of speciation or to the 
relationship between genes separated by the event of genetic duplication. An example 
from NCBI explaining the concept of orthologs and paralogs is shown in Figure 1 below. 
Gene duplication of “early globin gene” results in alpha-chain gene and beta-chain gene. 
Both the duplicated genes (alpha-chain and beta-chain) in different species like frog, 
chick and mouse may or may not have similar functions; however, they derive from a 
common ancestor.  Hence they may be considered as orthologs. Mouse-alpha and mouse-
beta are paralogous genes within a single species that diverged by gene duplication.  
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Figure1. Orthologs and Paralogs 
C. NEED FOR ONTOLOGY 
 
With an increasing amount of sub-cellular localization data, methods of 
standardizing data across different sources have become important.  This need has been 
addressed by the Gene Ontology (GO) cellular component terms 
(http://www.geneontology.org). GO provides a hierarchy of cellular component concepts 
such as organelles, membranes and protein complexes. These concepts are used to 
annotate the location of gene products in a standard fashion. However, there remains a 
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need to capture more aspects of the biological properties of cellular components in a 
standardized and computationally efficient way. 
D. DATA HETEROGENEITY 
Researchers invest a lot of time and effort in finding all the relevant information 
about genes and gene products of their interest. Data sources are spread across different 
communities and in various formats.  The sources of heterogeneities originate from the 
storage of the data using different database systems (e.g. DBMS, semantic 
heterogeneity), operating systems (e.g. file systems, file types), and hardware (e.g. data 
formats and representation).  This problem is further complicated due to the variations in 
the use of terminologies. The need to unify the data and provide reliable and accurate 
outputs to the user queries is urgent. Moreover, most of the current data sources only 
provide web links for navigational access along a network of biological relationships, 
making it impossible to perform automated analysis for large data sets across multiple 
dimensions. To facilitate a one stop shopping of heterogeneous data sources, a common 
approach is to perform semantic database integration. 
E. MULTIPLE FORMAT DATABASES 
Biological data are usually organized in many different manners. These include (i) 
Flat text files databases, (ii) Relational databases, and (iii) Object oriented databases. In 
the following section, flat text files and relational databases are discussed briefly because 
these are the formats in which the data is organized in Gcell system. 
Flat Text Files 
Flat text file entries are stored in text. These text fields/attributes may be labeled 
with identifiers. They may use standard vocabulary for values of attributes (or not). 
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Search is performed by string matching of patterns using regular expressions. However, 
they can be indexed for faster search. Although they are easy to import/export and are not 
platform dependent, it becomes difficult to perform complicated queries with flat files. 
Example: Below (Figure 2) is a part of a flat text file from Genbank.  
 
Figure2. Flat text file from Genbank 
 
Relational Database 
A relational database is a collection of data items organized as a set of formally-
described tables from which data can be accessed or reassembled in many different ways 
without having to reorganize the database tables. The standard user and application 
program interface to a relational database is the structured query language (SQL). SQL 
statements are used both for interactive queries for information from a relational database 
and for gathering data for reports.  
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 A relational database has an important advantage of being easy to extend, other 
than being relatively easy to create and access. Even if the original database is already 
created, a new data category can be added without requiring that all existing applications 
be modified.  A relational database is a set of tables containing data fitted into predefined 
categories. Each table (relation) contains one or more data categories in columns. Each 
row contains a unique instance of data for the categories defined by the columns. For 
example, a typical database for gene information would include a table that describes a 
gene with columns for name, synonyms, symbols, function and so forth. Another table 
would describe the sequences: sequence, length, and so forth. A user of the database can 
obtain a view of the database that fits the user's needs. For example, a biological 
researcher might like a view or report on all genes that have a particular function. 
Another researcher might be interested in all the proteins and its sequences that a 
particular gene encodes for. Hence, a relational database can be considered to be very 
flexible and scalable. 
Mining meaningful attributes from various biological databases is difficult due to 
a number of reasons. The vocabularies may not be shared leading to different terms for 
same concept or same term for different concepts, hence leading to different 
dependencies in the data. The queries in different forms of databases are very different 
from each other. Flat files may use text searches; RDBMS utilizes SQL whereas Object 
Oriented Databases makes use of the Object Oriented SQL (OOSQL).  Hence, gathering 
of relevant data from heterogeneous sources with all incompatibilities scrubbed out 
becomes important. 
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 F. INFORMATION VISUALIZATION 
The exponential growth of the web is a dramatic demonstration of how 
information can be made more accessible by incorporating visualization techniques. 
Information visualization enables people to deal with all of this information by taking 
advantage of our innate visual perception capabilities. Presentation of information in 
graphical form makes it possible for the human brain to use more of its perceptual system 
in initially processing information, rather than immediately relying entirely on the 
cognitive system (Herman et al 2000). Information visualization applications rely on 
basic features that the human perceptual system inherently assimilates very quickly: 
color, size, shape, proximity, and motion. Pictorial display and representation of query 
results is necessary for large-scale genomic data. Visual tools now comprise as important 
components of any database systems and go far ahead than just replacing command-line 
queries through buttons and pull-down menus and displaying the retrieval results in a 
scrollable window. These allow the creation of complex views of large amounts of inter-
related data, present various types of evidence in required context (e.g. genes together 
with regulatory elements), and increase the productivity of data mining.  
Good visualizations enable us to not only perceive information more easily but 
also to perceive more information at one time. We can immediately see patterns in data 
that indicate trends and patterns. Information visualization applications enable us to better 
understand complex systems, make better decisions, and discover information that might 
otherwise remain unknown. It becomes difficult for researchers to visualize the location 
in cell where a particular gene and subsequently the associated gene products is active. 
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The use of consistent descriptions about biological objects and visualization of genes and 
gene products in the context of cell is of utmost importance to the researchers. 
II. BACKGROUND 
There are several databases that are available in public domain for searches on 
biological entities specially genes and gene products. Each has a different database 
format and schema. They have different interfaces to display the information. Some of 
the earlier works that have dealt in displaying information about genes and gene products 
have been described in the following paragraphs. 
Biocarta (Galperin 2004) is a wrapper-based approach to integrate various 
heterogeneous databases. It is a web-based resource of information on gene function, 
proteomic pathways, and reagent exchange. It is a forum for information exchange and 
collaboration between researchers. Search on Biocarta may be formulated according to 
organism, area of research, or keyword search - using multiple online databases. Gene-
specific information, including sequence data, publications and reviews, disease 
correlation, and interrelationship with other proteomic pathways can be located. The 
maps depict molecular relationships from areas of active research. It constantly integrates 
emerging proteomic information from the scientific community. It also catalogs and 
summarizes important resources providing information for over 120,000 genes from 
multiple species. Both classical pathways as well as current suggestions for new 
pathways may be found here. [http://www.biocarta.com] 
Affymetrix® Analysis Data Model (AADM) (http://www.affymetrix.com) has a 
relational database schema that Affymetrix uses to store experiment results. It includes 
tables to support mapping and expression results. Affymetrix publishes AADM to 
support open access to experiment information generated and managed by Affymetrix 
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software so the results may be filtered and mined with compatible analysis tools. The 
NetAffx™ Analysis Center enables researchers to correlate their GeneChip® array 
results with array design and annotation information. This resource provides with 
unprecedented access to array content information, including probe sequences and gene 
annotations. One can quickly search for genes and/or SNPs, compare and refine results, 
and export data into Excel friendly formats. 
[http://www.affymetrix.com/analysis/index.affx.  
Universal Protein Resource (Uniprot) (Apweiler et al 2004) is the world's most 
comprehensive catalog of information on proteins. It is a central repository of protein 
sequence and function created by joining the information contained in Swiss-Prot, 
TrEMBL, and PIR. For convenient sequence searches, UniProt also provides several non-
redundant sequence databases. The UniProt NREF (UniRef) databases provide 
representative subsets of the knowledgebase suitable for efficient searching. The 
comprehensive UniProt Archive (UniParc) is updated daily from many public source 
databases. The UniProt databases can be accessed online (http://www.uniprot.org) or 
downloaded in several formats (ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/pub). Uniprot provides high-quality 
annotation, manual annotation by curators based on literature and sequence analysis, 
standardized nomenclature and controlled vocabularies and integration with other 
databases with minimal redundancy. In short, UniProt is used to facilitate knowledge 
discovery by allowing researchers to integrate the enormous amount of data from the 
Human Genome Project and from structural and functional genomics and 
proteomics.[http://www.pir.uniprot.org/] 
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Biological And Chemical Information Integration System (BACIIS) (Ben Miled 
et al 2001) is a tightly coupled federated database system that uses wrappers to extract 
information from remote databases. The type of integration approach consists of 
mediator-wrapper architecture. The wrapper in this approach plays the role of extracting 
information from a given remote database and the mediator integrates the information 
retrieved from different remote databases. However, it currently relies on hand-
constructed wrappers.  
Investigators today, have to interpret many types of information from a variety of 
sources. These may include data generated from lab instruments, public databases, gene 
expression profiles, raw sequence traces, single nucleotide polymorphisms, chemical 
screening data, proteomics data, putative metabolic pathway models, and many others. In 
order to find new discoveries one needs a large set of genetic information to generate 
valid leads. In order to find valid leads, one needs to study gene function. It has become 
necessary to integrate all this information.  
In order to get a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms for disease, 
metabolic and regulatory biochemical pathways must be inferred from this information. 
And finally, to stimulate the discovery of breakthrough healthcare products, therapeutics 
must be developed and tested in a pre-clinical, then clinical environment. Ongoing long-
term clinical research must feed back into the discovery process as well. This would 
further generate more not-integrated data. Researchers in the same organization might be 
considering the problem, indeed the same gene, but in different domains and using 
different names for that gene, they would never make the connection. 
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A. LIFE SCIENCES DATABASES 
Life science researchers today, make use of various publicly available databases 
like Pubmed, Uniprot, Gene, Kegg, Gene Ontology, Locuslink, BIND, and ENZYME.  A 
brief description about the contents of each of these is described below. 
KEGG 
Kyoto Encyclopedia for Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (Kanehisa et al 2002) is an 
online genomic database that serves as a Bioinformatics resource for understanding 
higher order functional meanings and utilities of a living cell or the organism as a whole, 
from its genome information.  It consists of a collection of databases and supporting 
software components, integrating our current knowledge on molecular interaction 
networks in biological processes (PATHWAY database), the information about the 
universe of genes and proteins (GENES/SSDB/KO databases), and the information about 
the universe of chemical compounds and reactions (COMPOUND/REACTION 
databases). 
 
 
Figure 3. Snapshot of KEGG database 
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 MEDLINE 
MEDLINE (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi) is NLM's premier 
bibliographic database covering the fields of medicine, nursing, dentistry, veterinary 
medicine, and the preclinical sciences. The articles are indexed and their citations are 
searchable. NLM's controlled vocabulary MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) is made use 
of in classifying various biological objects and hence in finding associations between 
them. 
 
Figure 4. Snapshot of PubMed database 
 
UNIPROT 
UniProt (Universal Protein Resource) (Apweiler et al 2004) is the world's most 
comprehensive catalog of information on proteins. It is a central repository of protein 
sequence and function created by joining the information contained in Swiss-Prot, 
TrEMBL, and PIR. UniProt Knowledgebase is the central access point for extensive 
curated protein information, including function, classification, and cross-reference.  
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 Figure 5. Snapshot of Uniprot database 
 
GENE 
Entrez Gene (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) supplies key connections in the nexus 
of map, sequence, expression, structure, function, citation, and homology data. Unique 
identifiers are assigned to any gene with defining sequence, genes with known map 
positions, and genes inferred from phenotypic information. These gene identifiers are 
tracked, and information is added when available. Entrez Gene is considered as the 
successor to LocusLink. The major difference between them is the greater scope of Gene 
database. Gene provides a unified query environment for genes defined by sequence 
and/or in NCBI's Map Viewer. Gene supports query on names, symbols, accessions, 
publications, GO terms, chromosome numbers, E.C. numbers, and many other attributes 
associated with genes and the products they encode. 
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 Figure 6. Snapshot of Gene database 
 
LOCUSLINK 
LocusLink (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) provides a query interface to curated 
sequence and descriptive information about genetic loci. It presents information on 
official nomenclature, aliases, sequence accessions, phenotypes, EC numbers, MIM 
numbers, UniGene clusters, homology, map locations, and related web sites. This 
database is not being updated now, and has been replaced by Entrez Gene database. 
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 Figure 7. Snapshot of LocusLink database 
 
GENE ONTOLOGY 
The Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al 2000) project provides a set of 
structured vocabularies for specific biological domains that can be used to describe gene 
products in any organism. The GO includes three extensive ontologies to describe 
molecular function, biological process, and cellular component, and provides a 
community database resource that supports the use of these ontologies. The GO 
Consortium was initiated by scientists associated with three model organism databases: 
SGD, the Saccharomyces Genome database; FlyBase, the Drosophila genome database; 
and MGD/GXD, the Mouse Genome Informatics databases. Additional model organism 
database groups are joining the project. Each of these model organism information 
systems is annotating genes and gene products using GO vocabulary terms and 
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incorporating these annotations into their respective model organism databases. Each 
database contributes its annotation files to a shared GO data resource accessible to the 
public at http://www.geneontology.org/. GO is used by the community to retrieve the GO 
vocabularies and to access the annotated gene product data sets from the model organism 
databases. The GO Consortium supports the development of the GO database resource 
and provides tools enabling curators and researchers to query and manipulate the 
vocabularies. This molecular annotation resource is intended to contribute to the 
unification of biological information. 
 
Figure 8. Snapshot of Gene Ontology database 
 
EC-ENZYME 
The EC-ENZYME (http://us.expasy.org/enzyme/) data bank contains several data 
related to the enzyme for each type of characterized enzyme for which an EC number has 
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been provided. It contains the following: EC number, Recommended name, Alternative 
names, Catalytic activity, Cofactors, Pointers to the SWISS-PROT entries that 
correspond to the enzyme, Pointers to disease(s) associated with a deficiency of the 
enzyme. 
 
Figure 9. Snapshot of Enzyme database 
 
BIND 
Bio-molecular Interaction Network Database (BIND) contains information about 
bio-molecular interaction, molecular complex and pathway information using the 
internationally standard ASN.1 syntax and XML/DTD. In order to query, view and 
submit records, a web-based system is available (Bader et al 2003). The database grows 
with the addition of individual submissions as well as interaction data from the PDB and 
other complex mapping experiments. A graphical analysis tool provides users with a 
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view of the domain composition of proteins in interaction. It helps to relate functional 
domains to protein interactions. BIND also has the ability to store detailed information 
about genetic interactions. 
 
Figure 10. Snapshot of BIND database 
 
B. THESIS STATEMENT 
 
Most of the earlier work in information extraction from biological databases 
focused on database integration using wrapper technologies and provides only web links 
for navigational access along the network of biological relationships However; little work 
has been done to mine specific data leading to the identification of orthologs, paralogs 
and pathway information from heterogeneous biological databases. The need to develop 
an interactive information visualization tool leading to biological pathway detection by 
using controlled vocabulary and various other publicly available biological databases and 
providing a system to visualize the genes and gene products with respect to sub-cellular 
localization, has led to the concept and implementation of GCell. In this thesis we 
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propose to develop a biological database-mining tool called Gcell that incorporates 
mining of various heterogeneous databases and provides researchers with a system to 
visualize and mine genomic data and offer the flexibility to view the results in multiple 
report formats.  Considering the fact that all modern genomes have common ancestral 
genomes, and that, information gained from one can be applied to another has made 
studying of relationship(s) between different genomes inevitable. This becomes all the 
more relevant in finding the homologs, orthologs and paralogs of genes and proteins and 
biological pathways that are an important source of information, representing currently 
understood relationships (e.g., reactions and interactions) between biological factors. 
Gcell system has been developed keeping in mind, the information need by the 
life science researchers. It is an integrated information and visualization system for genes 
and gene products. There are routes of providing input to the Gcell system: - 1. Gene list 
generated through microarray experiments. 2. Gene list generated from raw text 
(literature) by using biological entity recognition. 3. Gene list generated by wet lab 
experiments (Figure 11).  
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 Figure11. Inputs to the Gcell System 
The GCell system makes use of the raw text as the starting point from text 
databases. Scientific literature that is present in the form of abstracts appearing in 
different journals constitutes the text databases. From the text databases, biological 
entities are recognized and subsequently a gene list is generated. The gene list may be 
directly fed into the Gcell system for further information. However, deep mining on the 
genes may further generate a list of genes related to the initial set of genes. An iterative 
process of finding associations from scientific literature may achieve deep mining of 
genes. This newly generated list when used as an input to the Gcell system would 
incorporate all the information about the genes and proteins of interest to the user.   
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III. METHODS 
A. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF GCELL 
Text mining is about looking for patterns in natural language text. It is the process 
of analyzing text to extract information from it for particular purposes and focuses on 
extracting a small amount of information from text with high reliability (Witten et al 
1999). Text Mining techniques were employed for cleaning and transforming the data 
obtained from heterogeneous databases. Thus, the data was exported from each of the 
sources into a data staging area. Here, all of the data is cleaned up, transformed as 
necessary, and linked with data from other sources. This staging process is a key to the 
success of this approach, and is fully automated. Then, when staging is complete, the data 
is placed in a unified central database, which is a composition of smaller databases. The 
one major drawback of this approach is the time it takes to extract, clean, transforms and 
loads the data into the warehouse. However, this problem can be addressed by scheduling 
smaller incremental updates. A broad schema for the database was developed in order to 
combat the heterogeneity of data.  
Effective use of mined data requires a number of tools to be available to the users. 
GCell incorporates intuitive query interface, a variety of query tools to expand across 
multiple domains, and visualization tools to help users navigate through large volumes of 
mined data, finding patterns and trends that would otherwise go unnoticed. The system 
automatically and intelligently searches the GCell database to extract information leading 
to new insights. 
The input to Gcell may come from various sources (Figure 12). Biosifter is an 
active personalized biological information system that presents the user with the 
documents of interest. The raw text documents come from the scientific literature 
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database Pubmed. One of the key components of Biosifter system is the thesaurus 
creation module. This module creates a list of concepts that defines the domain of interest 
as specified by the user. These objects are then fed into the biological object 
identification module, which identifies the objects as genes, proteins, diseases, etc., and 
makes use of the BioMap knowledgebase. BioMap is a knowledge warehouse that stores 
the data for all biological objects extracted from the Pubmed database and the 
relationships between them. After the biological objects are identified using BioMap, 
genes and proteins can be fed into the TransMiner. TransMiner finds the transitive and 
direct associations between biological objects from the scientific literature. The 
associated objects may have similar functions or processes. These may lead to new 
hypothesis. In order to harness this knowledge and extend it to a much further level, 
Gcell system has been developed. Gcell also takes as input genes and proteins from 
microarray experiments and wet-lab experiments conducted by scientists. Any of the 
three methods may be used as input to the Gcell system. 
B. BIOLOGICAL OBJECT IDENTIFICATION 
Biological objects are of numerous types. One of the ways to identify biological 
objects is to use dictionaries. Dictionaries have been created for genes and proteins using 
publicly databases like Gene, LocusLink and Uniprot. A simple database string-matching 
search provides with the correct identification of the objects. There are 112874 unique 
proteins in the Protein dictionary. The number of unique genes extracted from Gene 
database by NCBI is 949588 unique gene symbols whereas 19365 unique gene names 
and 80024 unique gene symbols were extracted from Locuslink. 
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C. GENE SYNONYM RESOLUTION 
Identifying all the genes and its symbols is an important aspect in the discovery of 
related information. Over a period of time, scientists have used different names and 
symbols for a gene. This may have happened because different communities of scientists 
working on different model organisms have not followed a global standard method of 
gene nomenclature. From the past few years, all the model organism researchers follow 
their own standard way of representing the gene by symbols. However, there is a need to 
further develop and extend a global gene nomenclature standard. This would allow a gene 
to have global reference. Hence, studies conducted for the action of genes in different 
organisms can provide deeper understanding of its functions. 
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Figure12. Role of Gcell in gene and protein research 
 
GCell takes as input a gene or a list of genes through the query interface and 
sends the request to the GCell Query Engine. The query engine then processes the request 
by further sending the requests to the GCell databases, fetches the results and integrates 
them to display to the user in a report form. The detailed report displays information 
regarding the gene and its synonyms with respect to the organism and tissue in which the 
gene products are formed or affected. It displays the ontology’s for further references to 
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biological processes, molecular function and cellular components. Some genes have the 
same name as its proteins. Hence a lot of information may be left out if a search among 
proteins was not made. Hence, GCell incorporates an explicit search on the Proteins 
database from Uniprot. A lot of information is also found by making use of the NCBI 
Gene database. GCell displays all the information present with the Entrez Gene database. 
Along with the display of different Geneid's, symbol, synonyms and chromosome map 
location, it also displays the external references to the other public databases. Transcripts 
and products associated to each gene product are displayed. Information from REFSEQ 
database and GENERIFS is also provided for further insight and deeper understanding of 
the genes and its products. A special feature of GCell is to provide the users with the 
references to the text/ journal paper in which that particular gene has been cited. Users 
can read the text online and may also download the abstracts of the text referencing them 
in text file format for further analysis. The ontology terms are hyper linked to the Gene 
Ontology browser for further analysis by the researchers. GCell provides an explicit 
interface to perform several queries not supported by other available online Gene 
Ontology browsers. Some of the queries supported include finding all the children, 
descendents, ancestors of a term, finding the shared parent of two nodes, sequences for a 
term, correlations between terms, transitive correlations of a term and finding External 
References. The genes in the query are integrated with the pathway database from KEGG 
to display the pathway in which the gene or its gene products belongs.  
A unique feature of GCell is its visualization interface. The visualization interface 
is an interactive display of the cellular component where the gene products are active in a 
cell. This is displayed on a cell template using interactive Flash. It is in the form of a grid 
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that spans across different species and tissues. This feature is intended for clear 
understanding about the orthologs and paralogs of the gene products. All the information 
available from GCell may be used for target identification for further research in the 
course of development of new drugs.  
D. ARCHITECTURE OF GCELL 
GCell is a classical 3-tier web application. We discuss the Three-Tier architecture 
of GCell in the following paragraphs. See Figure 13 below for an overview of the 
architecture. 
Web Browser 
Client Tier 
Web Interface 
 
Figure13. Architecture of GCell 
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Users access the GCell service using a web browser like Netscape Navigator or 
Microsoft Internet Explorer. They enter their queries into HTML forms. The browser 
passes the query data to the GCell application server by sending a HTTP request. When 
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the application server has finished query processing, the browser displays the returned 
query results. Clicking on internal links or image maps triggers another HTTP request.  
Application Tier 
The main part of GCell is the application server. It accepts queries, retrieves the 
corresponding data from the database, computes the result and delivers it to the client tier.  
Data Storage Tier 
The data of GCell is stored in a relational database management system (currently 
MySQL). The overall objective of the project is to enable web-based presentation of real 
time and archived data for the purposes of GCell system.  Programs have been written to 
read download data from the ftp sites, parse the data, and store it in a database, all done in 
real time.  Also, search and selection ability have been implemented, so that a user 
anywhere in the world can access and see information; search for particular data sets.   
In pursuing this objective, several significant questions involving data storage, 
filtering, searching, optimization, real-time display, and system architecture were 
addressed initially. Questions like the ones specified below were taken into consideration. 
(i) Should data be stored in a file system or a database?  
(ii) What structure should the storage system have? 
(iii) What data is relevant to store?  How should data be filtered to eliminate 
noise? 
(iv) How can the data be searched and analyzed efficiently in spite of the large 
quantity of data stored?  Can other optimizations be performed? 
(v) What system architecture, OS, web server, and database should be used? 
(vi) How should data be displayed? 
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 The design of the system incorporates the flow of data between different components of 
the Gcell system as described in the Architecture of GCell. A small example about the 
scripts written to create the database is shown below.  
-- 
-- Table structure for table 'EX_COMPMAP' 
-- 
CREATE TABLE EX_COMPMAP ( 
  id int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
  COMPONENT varchar(200) default NULL, 
  SYMBOL varchar(20) default NULL 
) TYPE=MyISAM; 
 
-- 
-- Table structure for table 'EX_GOCOMPS' 
-- 
CREATE TABLE EX_GOCOMPS ( 
  id int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
  GOID varchar(20) default NULL, 
  CPF varchar(200) default NULL, 
  CPFDETAIL varchar(200) default NULL 
) TYPE=MyISAM; 
 
-- 
-- Table structure for table 'GE_GENE2REFSEQ' 
-- 
CREATE TABLE GE_GENE2REFSEQ ( 
  id int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
  TAX_ID varchar(20) default NULL, 
  GENEID varchar(20) default NULL, 
  STATUS varchar(20) default NULL, 
  RNAACC varchar(20) default NULL, 
  RNAGI varchar(20) default NULL, 
  PROTACC varchar(20) default NULL, 
  PROTGI varchar(20) default NULL, 
  GENNUCACC varchar(20) default NULL, 
  GENNUCGI varchar(20) default NULL, 
  START varchar(20) default NULL, 
  END varchar(20) default NULL, 
  ORIENTATION varchar(20) default NULL, 
  KEY GENEID_GE_GENE2REFSEQ (GENEID) 
) TYPE=MyISAM; 
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-- 
-- Table structure for table 'GE_GENERIFS' 
-- 
 
CREATE TABLE GE_GENERIFS ( 
  id int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
  TAXID varchar(20) default NULL, 
  GENEID varchar(20) default NULL, 
  PUBMEDID varchar(20) default NULL, 
  LASTUPDATE varchar(20) default NULL, 
  GENERIFTEXT varchar(255) default NULL, 
  KEY GENEID_GE_GENERIFS (GENEID) 
) TYPE=MyISAM; 
 
E. COMPONENTS OF GCELL 
The various components of GCell systems comprises of the following: 
Application server 
The heart of the GCell system is the application server. It consists of several 
components, some of which are implemented in Java. The application server has been 
setup on Linux operating system and is easily portable to any platform for which Java is 
available.  
Web Interface 
The web interface is responsible for the communication with the client tier. It 
receives the query in terms of a HTTP request with associated parameters. It parses the 
request and triggers the corresponding functionality of the query engine which processes 
the query and returns the result as a graph. The web interface uses the layout and graphics 
engine to transform the graph into a picture and delivers it to the client as a GIF or PNG 
image with a corresponding image map and a HTML page. The web interface is 
implemented in Java based on the Java Servlet Technology.  
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Query Engine 
The query engine executes the user queries (Figure 15). Upon a request from the 
user, the query engine further breaks down the query for fetching relevant information 
from the Gcell database. Initially the synonyms are resolved which is done by resolving a 
given gene name against mined data from NCBI’s Gene and Locuslink databases and the 
Uniprot database. The original flat files of these databases comprises of synonyms for 
known genes. Relevant data from all three databases are correlated by common gene 
names or/ and symbols. Mining of this data yields a comprehensive list of gene names 
and symbols. The user query is matched against Gcell database for name and symbols. 
All the unique geneid’s are retrieved and a backward search for all the names and 
synonyms are retrieved for the list of geneid’s (Figure 14). The same procedure is 
followed for NCBI’s LocusLink and Uniprot database. 
 
 
Id 
Name  
Symbol 
Gcell DB User Query/ Gene Name 
Figure 14. Gene synonym resolution 
 
Along with synonyms resolution, query is further sub-divided into looking for 
detailed information from Gcell database comprising of NCBI’s Gene, LocusLink, 
PubMed, Refseq, GeneRif’s, Uniprot, Kegg, Enzyme, BIND and Gene Ontology 
databases. Eventually, it builds a visualization grid, represented as a grid of animal cell 
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template, which spans across different organisms and tissues. The query engine is 
implemented in Java. 
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Figure 15 Database interface with Gcell query engine 
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Layout Engine 
The data generated by the query engine is represented in an XML format and 
written to an XML file. The different components of the cell are mapped on the animal 
cell template and the layout engine decides on the components to be animated for a 
particular gene and tissue.  The layout engine comprises of a cell component mapping 
that has been developed using 630 different types of cell components as found in Gene 
Ontology database.  All the 630 different components were manually check and mapped 
to 14 different basic components of an animal cell (Figure 16).  
COMPONENT COUNT 
Peroxisome 3
Extracellular 33
Chromatin 1
Nucleolus 7
Ribsosome 1
Lysosome 1
Cell Membrane 74
Endoplasmic Reticulum 13
Mitochondria 35
Golgi Body 16
Microtubules 3
Nucleus 136
Cell projection 6
Cytoplasm 153
 
Figure 16. Number of cell components in each category 
 
However, 139 components were not clear in the ontology and scientists are not 
sure about it. With reference to plant cell, 2 components for chloroplasts and 7 for 
vacuoles have been mentioned. Hence in Gcell, chloroplasts, vacuoles and unknown 
components have not been taken into consideration. 
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Graphics Engine 
The graphics engine generates images and image maps from the data computed by 
the layout engine. It is implemented in Java using Flash. 
Database Interface 
The communication between the query engine and the database is done via the 
database interface. This encapsulation simplifies adapting GCell to other data sources. 
The database interface utilized is JDBC.  
F. IMPLEMENTATION 
1. System Architecture 
System architecture is the hardware and software platform that is used.  The 
hardware platform is defined by specifying the processor, ram, hard drive, etc.  The 
software platform is defined by specifying the operating system, type of database, web 
server, etc.  For this project, we decided to use Fedora Linux. The backend database and 
web server is a MySQL Server and Tomcat 4.2. The benefits of this system architecture 
include inter-compatibility, compatibility with existing systems, cost, and performance.   
Hardware Architecture 
CORSAIR.CS.IUPUI.EDU (134.68.140.208) is a Dell Server with a P4-1.7 GHz 
processor, 3GB RAM, and a 36 GB hard drive on Fedora Server. Installed on 
Corsair.cs.iupui.edu are Fedora Server, MySQL, Apache and Tomcat 4.2, which act as 
the application server. 
Software Architecture 
Fedora is used as the operating system.  Since Fedora is the operating system of 
choice in the Department of Computer Science, most of the development work is usually 
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done on Red Hat workstations. It made the most sense to keep Fedora as the server 
operating system. Hence I had the opportunity to explore the open source software and 
check the compatibility with Fedora. 
Application Server 
For an application server, Jakarta-tomcat is used.  It handles Hyper-Text Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) requests in the form of JSP/Servlet.  When one enters a URL into a web 
browser (e.g. Netscape or Internet Explorer), one performs an HTTP request for the web/ 
application server to retrieve and serve the desired web page. Tomcat allows interactions 
with a relational database and can generate web pages.   
Relational Database 
MySQL is used as a relational database, as it is designed for and runs on Linux 
Servers. To perform many of the desired searches requires a relational database, a 
collection of data items organized as a set of formally-described tables from which data 
can be accessed or reassembled in many different ways without having to reorganize the 
database tables.  The incoming information from various heterogeneous data sources is 
automatically parsed and inserted into a relational database with the help of scripts. The 
information is stored on a file system as well for backup and archival purposes.  Once the 
information for each record in a database is inserted, a standard Structured Query 
Language (SQL) statement is used to select the appropriate information from the 
relational database.   
2. Database / Data Model 
One benefit of using a relational database (MySQL) is that the information is 
stored in an organized fashion.  To organize this data efficiently, decisions regarding the 
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structure of the database, what data should be stored, and how records should be indexed 
are crucial.   
The data model considered comprises of several tables holding data from various 
heterogeneous sources, having primary and foreign keys to relate the unique identifiers 
throughout. Each table is indexed according to the query attribute. The definition of the 
tables used to store data is called a data model. A data model is a plan or map that defines 
the units of data and specifies how each unit is related to the others.  It is contained in the 
database it describes and is available to any program that uses the database.  The data 
model defines both the names of the data items and their respective data types.  The data 
model created a database structure that allows for searches to be performed quickly and 
efficiently. Furthermore, the data model is easily modifiable and maintainable.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure17 Partial Schema of the Gcell database 
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The above figure (Figure17) displays a partial schema designed for Gcell 
database. In this schema, databases like Uniprot, Gene, RefSeq, generifs, OMIM and 
PubMed have been brought together. Selected fields from each of these databases 
contribute to the structure of the Gcell database. This is designed to return data quickly 
for searches that are likely to be performed. In this case, likely searches span across 
different databases.  So, the data model is designed with that in mind, as genes are 
indexed by the unique “id”.  Indexing by id allows for those id searches to run faster 
because not all the rows in the table need to be examined.  The search simply needs to go 
to the index and where values in a certain interval are located. 
This data model is easy to maintain and modify.  Since it is likely that other 
students will continue to work on this project and similar projects, easy maintenance and 
modifiability of the data model is important.  Extra care has been taken to name the tables 
and columns in an intelligent, consistent, and descriptive fashion.  For example, the 
column names are descriptive and are uniform in the database and software programs. 
This may seem obvious, but it is important since it simplifies maintenance.  Moreover, if 
the initial data model accurately represents the data that will be kept in the database, 
modification of the data model adding new columns, deletion of columns, etc is 
minimized.  This is an important point, and minimizing modifications to the data model 
reduces later complexity.     
3. Data Processing 
 
Data processing constitutes a major part of this project.  In this system, a data 
collection solution is developed in the form of scripts, which run as cron jobs on the 
server. Filtering is done prior to insertion of data into the database.  This reduces 
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insignificant entries in the table, which subsequently reduces the size of the database. The 
various databases incorporated in the GCell database are updated at different intervals. 
Hence, the script keep track of the updates, and subsequently downloads the databases, 
parses them using the parser scripts and finally uploads the data in the database for 
filtering, analysis, and display with software. 
Data Archival 
Shell scripts are made use of to download the individual database updates via ftp 
as cron jobs. The downloaded data are then parsed in the required format to satisfy the 
database schema.  
Data Upload 
At the server where the Gcell system is installed, CORSAIR.CS.IUPUI.EDU, 
data is processed and simultaneously files are uploaded to the database by ‘mysqlimport’ 
statements. When the data update system is online and synchronized, from the ftp server 
is put into the server and subsequently after parsing, into database continuously. This is 
the phase when the system might be down for a short period of time for database updates. 
Following commands were used in order to upload the data files for the GCell system. 
 
>>cat *.sql | mysql -h localhost.localdomain -u gcell --password=***** gcell_db 
>>mysqlimport -h localhost.localdomain -u gcell --password=***** gcell_db *.tab 
 
Batch insertion is a convenient way to insert multiple rows simultaneously into 
the database.  Since there are approximately millions of rows inserted into the database 
periodically, performing an insert would cause unnecessary load on the database and it 
would be very time consuming and an inefficient way.  Performing updates in batch 
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significantly decreases load on the database by both decreasing the number of 
interactions with the database and increasing the amount of data inserted per interaction.   
4. Database Interactions 
Database Connectivity 
We need to establish connectivity to the relational database in order to upload data and 
select data.  Furthermore, the database connectivity needs to work with Java 
programming language of choice.  We use both the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 
application programming interface (API) along with the Java Database Connectivity 
(JDBC) application programming interface specifications to connect our Java programs 
to our database.  For our purposes the JDBC-ODBC bridge that comes with the Java SDK 
works well.  The API allows database access statements written in SQL to be encoded 
and then passed to a program managing the database.   
The client accesses the database through the middleware Servlet/Beans.  They 
perform database queries and simply transmit results to the client. The standard JDBC 
(Java Database Connectivity) API is used allow our Java programs to connect to the 
database.  A class for database access was created, called Database.java.  In the class, the 
driver is registered with the driver manager one time, and then Servlets and other 
programs that need a database connection call a static method to return a connection to 
the database.  This makes changing database drivers easier.  Also, connection pooling can 
be easily implemented.  We can use a simple line in Java in Database.java to create a 
bridge between JDBC and ODBC.   
DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:odbc:GCell_db", "GCell", "*****"); 
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This line attempts to establish a connection to the database specified in the first 
argument.  In the code sample, we are using JDBC to connect to an ODBC database 
GCell, which resides on the localhost CORSAIR.CS.IUPUI.EDU.  The second and third 
arguments are the username and password required to access the database.  Essentially, 
our Java programs use a JDBC-ODBC bridge to connect to a SQL Server 2000 database. 
Searching 
After data from the parsed files have been inserted into the database properly, 
SQL statements are used to search and retrieve desired data.  Using SQL, we perform a 
variety of desired functions: 
(i) Select gene related information from a variety of sources such as Uniprot, Gene and 
Locuslink databases. 
(ii) Select pathway information from KEGG, BIND and ENZYME database 
(iii) Select ontology information from Gene Ontology 
(iv) Select bibliographic references from Pubmed database and other databases 
 
Various SQL statements are used for insertion and selection of data from the 
database.  To select data from the database, a number of different SQL statements are 
used depending on what the end user has requested.  For example, if the end user wants 
to view transitive associations between ontology term "hexokinase activity" and all other 
terms, the following SQL statement is used: 
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SELECT term2.name, term2.acc, count(distinct asso2.gene_product_id) AS gpc 
FROM   
term term1, term term2, graph_path path1, graph_path path2, association asso1, 
association asso2, evidence evid1, evidence evid2 
WHERE 
term1.id = path1.term1_id AND 
term2.id = path2.term1_id AND 
asso1.term_id = path1.term2_id AND 
asso2.term_id = path2.term2_id AND 
evid1.association_id = asso1.id AND 
evid2.association_id = asso2.id AND 
asso1.is_not = 0 AND 
asso2.is_not = 0 AND 
evid1.code != 'IEA' AND 
evid2.code != 'IEA' AND 
asso1.gene_product_id = asso2.gene_product_id AND 
term1.acc = 'GO:0004396'  AND 
asso1.term_id != asso2.term_id 
GROUP BY term2.name, term2.acc 
ORDER BY gpc DESC; 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The result obtained comprises of 57 records.  
SL.NO.  TERM  ACCESSION  COUNT  
1  Gene_Ontology  GO:0003673  24  
2  biological_process  GO:0008150  18  
3  physiological process  GO:0007582  18  
4  hexose metabolism  GO:0019318  17  
5  alcohol metabolism  GO:0006066  17  
6  metabolism  GO:0008152  17  
7  carbohydrate metabolism  GO:0005975  17  
8  monosaccharide metabolism  GO:0005996  17  
9  alcohol catabolism  GO:0046164  13  
10  carbohydrate catabolism  GO:0016052  13  
11  catabolism  GO:0009056  13  
12  monosaccharide catabolism  GO:0046365  13  
13  cellular_component  GO:0005575  13  
14  glucose catabolism  GO:0006007  13  
15  glucose metabolism  GO:0006006  13  
16  hexose catabolism  GO:0019320  13  
17  adenyl nucleotide binding  GO:0030554  12  
18  ATP binding  GO:0005524  12  
19  Main pathways of carbohydrate metabolism  GO:0006092  12  
20  binding  GO:0005488  12  
21  molecular_function  GO:0003674  12  
22  nucleotide binding  GO:0000166  12  
23  purine nucleotide binding  GO:0017076  12  
24  energy derivation by oxidation of organic compounds  GO:0015980  12  
25  energy pathways  GO:0006091  12  
26  glycolysis  GO:0006096  12  
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27  cell  GO:0005623  10  
28  intracellular  GO:0005622  9  
29  cytoplasm  GO:0005737  9  
30  mitochondrion  GO:0005739  4  
31  fructose metabolism  GO:0006000  4  
32  plastid  GO:0009536  3  
33  cellular_component unknown  GO:0008372  3  
34  chloroplast  GO:0009507  3  
35  cytosol  GO:0005829  3  
36  membrane  GO:0016020  2  
37  cellular process  GO:0009987  2  
38  hexose mediated signaling  GO:0009757  1  
39  intracellular signaling cascade  GO:0007242  1  
40  mitochondrial membrane  GO:0005740  1  
41  carbohydrate mediated signaling  GO:0009756  1  
42  mitochondrial outer membrane  GO:0005741  1  
43  cell communication  GO:0007154  1  
44  cell cycle  GO:0007049  1  
45  cell growth and/or maintenance  GO:0008151  1  
46  nucleus  GO:0005634  1  
47  cell proliferation  GO:0008283  1  
48  outer membrane  GO:0019867  1  
49  cellular physiological process  GO:0050875  1  
50  regulation of cell cycle  GO:0000074  1  
51  response to carbohydrate stimulus  GO:0009743  1  
52  response to endogenous stimulus  GO:0009719  1  
53  response to hexose stimulus  GO:0009746  1  
54  response to stimulus  GO:0050896  1  
55  signal transduction  GO:0007165  1  
56  sugar mediated signaling  GO:0010182  1  
57  hexokinase-dependent signaling  GO:0009747  1  
 
Optimization 
There is a large quantity of data to be stored into the database. For this reason, the 
structure of the database and search optimization is of utmost importance.  The most 
direct way to speed up selection of data is to use an index.  An index is essentially a 
structure of pointers that point to rows of data in a table.  Indexes were created for all the 
required attributes over different tables in the database. Example: - 
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 CREATE INDEX SYN_GE_GENESYN ON GE_GENESYN(GENEID,SYNONYM); 
CREATE INDEX GENE_UN_GENE ON UN_GENE(GENE); 
CREATE INDEX ID_UN_ENTRY ON UN_ENTRY(ID); 
CREATE INDEX ID_UN_TAXID ON UN_TAXID(ID); 
CREATE INDEX ID_UN_ORGANISM ON UN_ORGANISM(ID); 
CREATE INDEX ID_UN_TISSUE ON UN_TISSUE(ID); 
CREATE INDEX ID_UN_PROTEIN ON UN_PROTEIN(ID); 
CREATE INDEX PROTEIN_UN_PROTEIN ON UN_PROTEIN(PROTEIN); 
CREATE INDEX GENEID_GE_GENE_INFO ON GE_GENE_INFO(GENEID); 
CREATE INDEX GENEID_GE_GENE2REFSEQ ON GE_GENE2REFSEQ(GENEID); 
CREATE INDEX GENEID_GE_GENE2PUBMED ON GE_GENE2PUBMED(GENEID); 
CREATE INDEX GENEID_GE_GENERIFS ON GE_GENERIFS(GENEID);  
 
 
 
 
 
An index optimizes the performance of database queries by ordering rows to 
speed access.  To understand what a database index does, a simple analogy is the index of 
a book.  To find something in the book, you simply flip to the index of the book and look 
up the page number the desired subject is located on.  For a database, the idea of an index 
is the same examining the index tells you where in the table the desired information is 
located. 
5. User Interface 
Finally, the system allows display of user-selected data through HTML/Flash and 
a website.  These all have been designed with targeted end user researchers and students 
in mind.  Factors such as usability, clarity, simplicity, speed, etc have been considered in 
the design of the website. The Appendix portion of this thesis concentrates on the user 
interface developed for the system. 
IV. RESULTS 
GCell system incorporates all possible information for any gene and gene 
products belonging to various species. The input to the system may be any gene or a list 
of genes that may be of interest to the user. However, looking at the way research 
progresses, in the beginning, the researcher may be interested in a specific disease or 
condition, but eventually after literature survey and the subsequent research, the user gets 
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more and more involved in the function of genes and gene products at the molecular 
level. Hence, making use of the BioSifter, TransMiner (Figure A1) and GCell, a 
researcher would be able to pursue further research and generate hypothesis based on the 
knowledge from these systems. In order to demonstrate this, a “brca1” problem domain 
was created (Figure A2, A3) in BioSifter. BRCA1 gene participates in transcriptional 
regulation and causes breast cancer in cows, mouse and humans. The BioSifter system 
created a thesaurus of terms from an initial document set for the ‘brca1’ problem domain. 
The terms among others ((Figure A4)), included ovarian, prostate, p53, brct, genetic, 
tumours, mastectomy, ashkenazi, atm, brca, mammary, 185delag, mutations, cancers, loh, 
apos, women, methylation, tumour, breast, carcinoma, oophorectomy, cancer, 
prophylactic, sporadic, carcinomas, brca2 and bard1. Later on the system presented the 
user with the Pubmed articles for ‘brca1’. In total, there were 3788 (as of December 2nd, 
2004) articles in PubMed, which referred to this gene. The system after processing 
(vector space document representation and classification) presented the user with the 
result. Each article was reviewed online and a relevance feedback was provided for the 
same (Figure A5). This was carried out for around 100 iterations and each iteration 
displayed 25 articles at a time. Over a period of time, the system learned (Figure A7) and 
displayed only the articles of interest.  This was confirmed by the learning curve that the 
system generated. The system also has the capability to provide for automatic feedback to 
the remaining documents (Figure A6), which the user has not yet seen. Practically, it is 
almost impossible for any user to go through each of the articles for a particular query. 
Hence, the need for an automated process.  
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TransMiner (Figure A8) was used to find the direct relations and transitive 
associations between objects. A set of 56 gene symbols related to breast cancer was used 
to find the transitive associations. Some of them include APC, APS, ATM, BCL1, BCL2, 
BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDKN2A, COL18A1, DCC, EGF, EGFR, EMS1, ERBB2, 
ERBB3, MSH2, MLH1, FGF3, FGF4, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR4, GH1, GRB7, HRAS, 
IGF1R, KIT, KRAS2, MYCL1, IGF2R, MCC, MDM2, MET, MYC, NF2, NRAS, PGR, 
PHB, PLAT, PLG, PRL, PTH, PTPN1, RB1, SSTR1, SSTR2, SSTR3, SSTR4, SSTR5, SRC, 
TGFA, TP53, TSG101, VIM, WNT10B. A total of 4392 documents were retrieved from 
Pubmed database. 132 direct and 619 potential transitive associations were found. After 
the iterative process, using each pair with ‘AND’ operator, 304 transitive associations and 
255 direct associations were found. The direct associations and transitive associations are 
visualized in the TransMiner applet [Figure A9, A10]. The transitive associations are 
depicted by the use of ‘dashed’ lines whereas straight lines depict direct associations with 
the thickness indicating the strength of the associations. The interface aids in the display 
and eventually understanding the different types of relationships between the biological 
objects. Strength of the association may be adjusted according to the user in order to view 
associations satisfying certain criteria. Different levels of neighbor may be selected in 
order to view the neighbors of each of these objects.  
The same set of 56 gene symbols was input to the GCell system. The GCell query 
engine [Figure A11] upon receiving the request sends the query to different databases 
such as Gene, Uniprot, LocusLink, Refseq, Generifs, etc to generate a report [Figure 
A12,] and Visualization of the sub-cellular localization for the given gene or protein. The 
visualization shows a grid of the cell template across different organisms and different 
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tissues. Biological researchers can easily see the cell components where a particular gene 
or protein is active. An overall view would provide an insight into finding the homologs, 
orthologs and paralogs of genes and proteins. From here, scientists may move on to view 
the pathway(s) affected by the genes and proteins from KEGG database. The information 
displayed on the report moves across the species and tissues in which the gene is found, 
the proteins it affects and the cellular component, molecular function and biological 
processes it affects [Figure A13]. It also displays hyperlinks to Uniprot and Gene 
Ontology database [Figure A14]. The same entry is used for a search among in the 
Protein databases too [Figure A15]. A lot of interesting results are found here. The 
various links also display information from the Generifs and Refseq databases [Figure 
A16, Figure A17]. Titles of documents from Pubmed database are displayed which are 
also linked to the online Pubmed database for immediate retrieval of abstracts [Figure 
A18].  On clicking the Kegg database link, all the pathways in which the particular gene 
plays a role by any of its actions, are displayed [Figure A19]. It gives a clear picture to 
the researcher about the places and pathways, which may be altered in the event of any 
gene mutations. As additional feature, The GCell system has the capability to find the 
ancestors [Figure A20], children and sequences of the Gene Ontology terms. It is also 
capable of finding transitive associations between the GO terms [Figure A21].  
V. CONCLUSION 
A system has been designed with an approach to the problem of sub-cellular 
localization of gene products leading to biological pathways. This involves moving from 
the raw text data at a broader level to a much more detailed view of pathways 
representing complex biological interactions. The study of pathways would help to 
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understand the mechanism of organism and provide guidance for biologists to design 
experiments. Drug designing would become much easier and would save time and money 
for the biologists to do experiments. 
A better understanding of the interaction networks in complex biological systems 
will enable numerous advances in biotechnology. The field of interaction bioinformatics 
includes many challenges and holds much promise. It would provide with an enhanced 
ability to target therapeutics appropriately in diseased cells. The Kegg database has up to 
18735 pathways available for 231 species. However, Kegg does not provide pathway 
metadata or compartment information. Hence, Gcell can be used in combination with 
Kegg database for annotating metadata for pathways. The Gcell system is specifically 
designed and developed keeping the needs of biological researchers in mind. The fact that 
a gene may be present in different organism and different tissues and may share 
function(s) across species and across tissues has been taken into account.  
The system provides a visualization interface for the cell components where a 
particular gene or protein may be active. Use of Gcell can be made in the field of 
evolutionary biology for identifying a possible relation between the genes and proteins, 
which may have common ancestors. Evolutionary functional counterparts in different 
species and lineage specific adaptations may be identified. This is made much easier by 
the report generated in Gcell. All the relevant information is displayed in an easy to 
understand manner and major data points are hyper-linked to the parent databases from 
where the data was extracted. To an evolutionary biologist and researchers, information 
regarding whether a particular gene or protein is conserved in different organism may be 
of interest in formulating new hypothesis.  
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An example of “GCK” gene was fed into the Gcell system, which generated a 
visualization grid for sub-cellular localization results in Figure A23 and the report as 
shown in Figure A22. The grid clearly shows the cellular components where the gene 
GCK plays a role (see Figure 18). The GCK gene matched four entries 
(I) HXK4_RAT 
(II) HXK4_MOUSE 
(III) M4K2_HUMAN 
(IV) HXK4_HUMAN 
Out of these three, no pathway data was available for HXK4_RAT entry in Kegg 
database.  The various pathways (Figure19) in which the other three entries played a role 
are listed in the Table1,2,3 below. Although the pathways involved are same for 
HXK4_MOUSE and HXK4_HUMAN, there is a distinct difference in the pathway 
affected by M4K2_HUMAN. Identification of such scientific knowledge may help the 
biologists to perform further research leading new hypothesis.  
Table 1. HXK4_MOUSE 
Type Category Pathway Kegg ID 
Metabolism Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
Glycolysis / 
Gluconeogenesis 
PATH:mmu00010 
Metabolism Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
Fructose and mannose 
metabolism 
PATH:mmu00051 
Metabolism Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
Galactose metabolism PATH:mmu00052 
Metabolism Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
Starch and sucrose 
metabolism 
PATH:mmu00500 
Metabolism Biosynthesis of 
Secondary 
Metabolites 
Streptomycin 
biosynthesis 
PATH:mmu00521 
Metabolism Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
Aminosugars 
metabolism 
PATH:mmu00530 
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Table 2. HXK4_HUMAN 
 
Type Category Pathway Kegg ID 
Metabolism Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
Glycolysis / 
Gluconeogenesis 
PATH:mmu00010 
Metabolism Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
Fructose and mannose 
metabolism 
PATH:mmu00051 
Metabolism Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
Galactose metabolism PATH:mmu00052 
Metabolism Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
Starch and sucrose 
metabolism 
PATH:mmu00500 
Metabolism Biosynthesis of 
Secondary 
Metabolites 
Streptomycin 
biosynthesis 
PATH:mmu00521 
Metabolism Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
Aminosugars 
metabolism 
PATH:mmu00530 
 
 
Table 3. M4K2_HUMAN 
 
Type Category Pathway Kegg ID 
Environmental 
Information  
Processing 
Signal 
Transduction 
MAPK signaling 
pathway 
PATH:hsa04010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18 Sub-cellular localization of GCK gene 
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 Figure 19. Pathways for GCK gene available from Kegg Database 
 
One thing worth mentioning here is that the biologists have a fair idea about what 
pathways goes on at certain locations. Hence, if they are presented with localization 
information, they would have a pretty good idea about the pathways in which a particular 
gene would play a role. From this display, one can clearly see that HXK4_HUMAN and 
M4K2_HUMAN entries are paralogs. They are genes that derive from a single gene that 
was duplicated within the genome. On the same report, one can also view the orthologs - 
HXK4_HUMAN and HXK4_MOUSE. These may be considered to be genes from two 
different species that derive from a single gene in the last common ancestor of the 
species. Looking at the molecular function one can figure out that other than “protein 
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binding” activity, all the other functions remain the same. It is important to know here, 
that the molecular functions of orthologs may or may not be the same. 
Gene expression microarray data shows expression level of thousands of genes at 
the same time. Hence, through the use of Gcell, we can find sequence of pathways based 
on microarray database in terms of time. In the area of drug design, this application can 
provide vital information regarding the tissues in different organisms. Drugs may be 
developed to target a tissue in one organism if a similar drug or chemical alters a pathway 
in another organism. Tissue similarity may be used to identify target drugs.   
VI. DISCUSSION 
Biological data in public repositories focus on deriving and providing one 
particular type of data, be it sequences (e.g., GenBank), protein information (e.g., 
UniProt), molecular interactions (e.g., BIND), literature database( e.g. Pubmed), diseases 
(e.g., OMIM). 
Several attempts have been made to integrate data that would enable the researchers in 
discovering new associations between the data, or validate existing hypotheses (Shah Et. 
al.). Several recent studies have demonstrated the power of integrative bioinformatics. 
Illustrating the potential of querying integrated public data to reveal novel relationships, 
Mootha et al were able to identify one of the disease genes responsible for Leigh 
syndrome (Mootha et. al.). In another example, Stuart et al generated hypotheses about 
the functional roles of gene sets using publicly available data (Stuart et. al.).  
Entrez System (Wheeler et. al.) from NCBI is a web-based system which is 
extremely extensive in the scope of data it provides, however, large queries may take a 
long time to return or may not be returned at all due to server resource restrictions. Also, 
the level of data integration is only at the services level, rather than at a field-based level 
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which can provide much better resolution for queries. These are the disadvantages of the 
currently available integrated bioinformatics solutions.  
The Gcell system may be considered to be a biological data warehouse that 
locally stores and integrates functional annotations of genes and proteins, biological 
ontologies, molecular interactions and biological sequences. This system is based on 
relational data model and the major advantage of GCell over Entrez is that it is installed 
as a local instance providing access to the data. It gives flexible access to the data by 
means of SQL queries. The data from the system can be easily queried on local instances 
of Entrez Gene, LocusLink, GenBank, RefSeq, UniProt, KEGG, BIND and Gene 
Ontology. The users get access to the system on a high-bandwidth internal network with 
lower latency. However, one of the limitations of Gcell system is that it shows the 
visualization grid of cell templates only for genes and proteins whose organism, tissue 
and cellular component have been reported in publicly available biological databases. 
This can be further improved upon to display the sub-cellular localization even if the 
organism and/ or tissue is unknown. The system can be made more extensive by using 
more URL links to the biological databases.  
Like any other informatics approach, Gcell is not intended to bypass scientific 
experiments, but to serve as a tool to find new information and increase the chances of 
generating new hypothesis. Thus it helps in increasing the productivity and efficiency of 
researchers in the biological field.  This thesis achieves intelligent mining of biological 
databases to arrive at pathways for a given gene from raw text. 
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VII. FUTURE WORK 
Following are some of the future work that could be undertaken in order to extend the 
Gcell system. A general purpose multiple sequence alignment program for DNA or 
proteins could work in combination with GCell. This calculates the best match for the 
selected sequences, and displays the identities, similarities and differences between them. 
This would provide basic information for identification of conserved sequence regions 
that could be useful in designing experiments to test and modify the function of specific 
proteins, in predicting the function and structure of proteins and in identifying new 
members of protein families.  Gcell system with required additions can also be used for 
annotating metadata of pathway for specific tissues, environmental conditions and 
development stage of organism. Some more pathway databases like BIND and Database 
of Interacting Proteins (DIP) may be mined and integrated with the existing system to 
make the system more extensive.  
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IX. Appendix 
 
A. Snapshots of the Gcell System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A1. Home Page for BioSifter and TransMiner 
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Figure A2. BioSifter: Creating a new problem domain and/or viewing the existing 
ones 
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Fugure A3. BioSifter: Various options for the problem domains created 
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Figure A 4. BioSifter: Add/ Modify/ Delete thesaurus terms 
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Figure A 5. BioSifter: View the Ranked documents 
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Figure A 6. BioSifter: Providing automatic feedback to the unseen documents 
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Figure A 7. BioSifter: Learning Curve for the user profile 
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Figure A 8. TransMiner: Main Page for entering the object names 
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Figure A 9. TransMiner: Viewing the Direct Associations between entities 
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Figure A 10. TransMiner: Viewing the Transitive Associations 
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Figure A 11. GCell: Main Page for entering the Genes / Proteins 
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Figure A 12. GCell: Displaying variety of Information regarding the genes 
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Figure A 13. GCell: Displaying variety of Information regarding BRCA1 gene 
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Figure A 14. GCell: Hyperlinks to Uniprot and Gene Ontology databases 
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Figure A 15. GCell: Result from Protein search for BRCA1 
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Figure A 16. GCell: Information from Gene and Refseq databases 
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Figure A 17. GCell: Information from Gene Reference Into Function(Generifs) 
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Figure A 18. GCell: Titles as hyperlinks to the Pubmed Database 
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Figure A 19. GCell: Pathway Information from Kegg Database 
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Figure A 20. GCell: Ancestors to a particular term extracted from Gene Ontology 
database 
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Figure A 21. GCell: Transitive Association for a gene product 
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Orthologs 
Paralogs 
 
Figure A 22. GCell: Orthologs and Paralogs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A23 Sub-cellular localization 
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Figure A 24 All the available pathways linked to Kegg Database 
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B. Text Mining And Biological Information Management System 
 
Scientists today are burdened with the growth of data in biological field and 
subsequent information overload. The rapidly growing number and size of the databases 
makes it very difficult for biological researchers to obtain the customized information in 
an effective manner. As most information (over 80%) is stored as text, text mining has a 
high commercial potential value. Text mining is an interdisciplinary field, which draws 
on information retrieval, data mining, machine learning, statistics and computational 
linguistics. Also known as intelligent text analysis, text data mining or knowledge-
discovery in text (KDT), text mining refers to the process of extracting interesting and 
non-trivial information and knowledge from unstructured text. Application of text mining 
in bioinformatics yields automatic extraction of experimental results from a large corpus 
of text and then processed computationally. It aims to extract useful knowledge from 
unstructured or semi-structured text. Although, there are several tools, which are 
available today for accessing this high volume of information in the biology domain, 
there is a necessity for an existence of a single tool for accessing multiple data sources 
and formats. Locating highly relevant information is of utmost importance. Palakal et al. 
(2002) defined the overall problem of information management as a two level mapping. 
The first level mapping is from data to information and the second level mapping is from 
information to knowledge. The process of retrieving relevant documents from the data 
sources and presenting to the user according to the interest can be obtained by an active 
personalized information management system. The system makes use of knowledge 
regarding the documents and users requirement in a continuously changing document 
stream. The information management process of mapping biological text data into useful 
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relevant information is obtained by the implementation of BioSifter (Palakal et al 2002). 
The user is presented with relevant information in a seamless manner. 
Three important entities comprise the filtering environment – document source, 
filter and the user. The input to the system consists of the incoming documents from 
various data sources. The storage of the documents before filtering is done by the 
Document Acquisition and Management (DAM) component. The filter comprises of a 
sub-module that represents the documents (determines input space), classifier (maps the 
resulting vector representation to the classification space) and profile manager (maps the 
categories to the relevance values). The filtering system presents these in a sorted fashion 
to the user. In order to perform its sorting tasks efficiently, the filtering system makes use 
of several modules, and operates in a feedback configuration with the user.  Presentation 
and Access Management (PAM) is present at the output end of the filtering model as a 
user interface. The documents are presented to the user by PAM, which also provides for 
the controls for relevance feedback for documents. 
The biological information management system comprises of three modules viz. 
document representation module, classification module and user profile learning module. 
The document representation module converts incoming documents into structures that 
are representative of original documents in a form that can be easily parsed by the 
component in the next level. The vector-space model accepts as input a set of textual 
documents and produces as output a set of vectors (representing individual documents) 
whose location in the document space is fixed. The technique used for generating weights 
for the vectors is to generate frequencies for individual terms appearing in documents and 
use those frequencies as weights. Not all the words in the English language can be used 
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for weight generation. Certain common terms are eliminated from the list by using a 
negation set (known as “stop word list”). After the negation set is applied to the 
documents, they are converted to weight vectors. For a document set, a table is generated 
that contains the total frequencies of all unique terms. Another table is generated that 
contains the frequencies of terms occurring in individual documents for each document in 
the set. 
After the document vectors are formed, each document vector is assigned to a 
particular class by the classification module. This module consists of two processing 
stages: an unsupervised learning stage and a vector classification stage. During the 
learning stage, an initial cluster hypothesis based on Maximin Distance clustering 
algorithm (Tou & Gonzalez 1974) is generated for the given set of document vectors. 
Centroids of classes are generated over the document vector space. During the second 
stage of online classification, each incoming document vector is classified into a 
particular class whose centroid has the minimum distance to the document vector using 
the learned cluster centroids from the previous stage. The distance between two vectors is 
calculated by the cosine similarity measure (Salton 1989). The distance is computed as 
one minus the similarity. 
The user-profile learning module consists of a learning agent that interacts 
directly with the user. The users preference for the different classes of information is 
determined and incoming documents are prioritized accordingly. The learning agent 
maintains and updates a simplified model of the user based on a reinforcement-learning 
algorithm (Narendra & Thathachar 1989). On the basis of relevance feedback, the 
learning agent updates so as to improve its performance. The user provides relevance 
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feedback as discrete value (0: not relevant, 0.5: relevant, 1: very relevant) for documents. 
Reinforcement learning approach is suitable in the context of biological information 
filtering due to its real-time learn-while-perform aspect. The learning agent rank-orders 
the incoming documents according to the users interests. It does this by maintaining two 
vectors – relevance probability vector and action probability vector, of dimensions equal 
to the number of classes. Hence, after a long learning time, ranking of the documents is 
performed according to user relevance values for the corresponding classes. 
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) gathers all recent documents and displays 
them in a ranked list based on the ranking provided by the user profile learning module. It 
allows users to select individual documents and read them and also collects user feedback 
and passes the feedback to the user-profile learning module. A set of 25 titles ranked in 
order is shown on the web page.  These titles appear as links to the Pubmed database in 
order to read the complete abstracts of the documents. The users can create/delete a 
problem domain, view/modify/delete the thesaurus terms, view titles and also view 
learning profile graph. After the system has learned for sometime, the users may use the 
‘autorun’ feature to automatically feed the relevance feedback for all the documents. The 
control flow of the entire system is coordinated by a filter daemon, which makes calls to 
the individual modules. The daemon is activated when a user submits a request and 
invokes the classification module. The classifier reads the weight vectors and outputs 
their classes into another file. The engine subsequently activates the profile-learning 
module that ranks the documents according to their classes and the current user profile. 
The control then passes to the GUI, which presents the ranked documents to the user as 
described earlier. The user relevance feedback is stored in the database. The engine then 
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invokes the user-profile learning module again to update the user model based on the 
relevance feedbacks. This constitutes one complete cycle of the engine. The user can 
view a new set of documents and initiate a new iteration. 
Deep Mining Of Biological Objects 
Knowledge from large volume of scientific literature may be extracted in the form 
of associations among biological objects such as genes, proteins, processes, diseases and 
chemicals. The documents required for this are downloaded from MEDLINE. 
Association between different biological objects may be found by deep mining of 
biological objects. Associations that are not explicitly found in Medline can be found 
using a transitive association discovery method [NarayanSwamy et al 2004]. The current 
implementation of deep mining of associations between biological objects assumes that 
Medline has both the set of complementary literatures. It finds many ranked associations 
at a time by using transitive closure principle. The documents required are downloaded 
from Medline using an HTML wrapper tool, for a set of terms specified by a user. 
Documents are represented as vectors using the tf-idf model (Salton 1983). This vector 
space model attempts to compute the importance of terms on the basis of term 
frequencies within a document and within an entire document collection. Thus each 
document vector consists of tf.idf weight of the query terms. 
After the vector representation of all documents is computed, the association 
between the two objects is computed as association value, which is used as a measure of 
the strength of the relationship between any two terms. An association matrix is 
calculated that represents the strength between different biological objects. For any pair 
of object terms co-occurring in even a single document, the association strength is non-
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zero and positive. The association matrix is a symmetric matrix. The non-zero and non-
diagonal values from the matrix are used for creating the undirected association graph. 
The newly discovered potential transitive associations must be checked to see if those 
associations are direct (found in any Medline document) or transitive. If objects co-occur, 
documents will be retrieved, and hence it could be stated that the association must be 
direct because of the principle of co-occurrence. The remaining potential transitive 
associations with non-zero strength are of implicit or transitive nature. Hypothesis can be 
generated on the basis of these transitive associations. 
The discovered associations need to be evaluated which is done by experts in 
biology. Visualization of these associations is presented in the form of an undirected 
graph. Each object is represented as a node and the relationship as an edge between 
objects. Strengths between the objects are displayed by the thickness of lines between the 
objects. Transitive associations are represented by dashed edges. 
Not all associations are interesting to all the users. The ‘interesting’ associations 
are subjective. Different users may like to view the associations according to different 
criteria. Hence, in order to cater to this requirement, different levels of association 
strength can be selected by the users. Associations may be selected on the basis of upper 
and lower association strength values, depending on whether the user is interested high 
strength, moderate strength or less strength associations. Neighbor identification 
capability for any object was implemented using a tree scan algorithm as implemented by 
Mrowka. The newly discovered transitive association enables the user to investigate 
further. However, strength  can be calculated for these associations as in the case of direct 
associations where co-occurrence can be measured. The transitive strength is the sum of 
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weight of all objects B that co-occur with nodes A and C of a transitive association. This 
is based on the idea that if there is a strong link in the form of A-B-C then the possibility 
of the AC association becoming true is increased. Several experiments were done in order 
to demonstrate the use of TransMiner in hypothesis generation. However, we will be 
undertaking some new experiments in combination with the results from Biosifter and 
GCell system to demonstrate its use. 
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